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A fascinating experience based on "The INFLUENCE of the BLUE RAY OF THE SUNLIGHT" and of the

BLUE COLOUR OF THE SKY, in developing animal and vegetable life; in arresting disease, and in

restoring health in acute and chronic disorders to human and domestic animals as illustrated by the

experiments of Gen. A. J. Pleasonton, and Others Between the years 1861 and 1876. A number of

months ago, I developed a frequency emulation set of this curious phenomena. I also tested these

frequency prototypes rigorously over many many months and have been extremely impressed with their

results, and to date I have personally found that these frequencies seem to deliver many similiar apparent

benefits and results as documented in the literature surrounding Solar Sun Baths through Blue Glass.

This kit contains FOURTEEN separate frequency audio tracks which may be used individually or together

in a looped sequence. Each frequency contains the similiar essential encoding but is delivered in different

energetic geometries to allow optimal absorbtion for different states, calming, energizing, etc. For a more

indepth historical reference see the following text and the provided link ; A common phenomena for

members is that when they start to notice dramatic positive effects occuring, such as increase in energy,

well being, etc..... they sometimes note a coppery or zinc like taste occuring in the back of their mouths....

I found it very interesting that the article, whose link I post below ( and see previous post of mine on blue

solar baths ) shows an excerpt of which detailing a similiar experience form those using curious colored

glass sun baths.... read the below ; earthclinic.com/Remedies/blue_and_sunlight_therapy.html "2. I

exposed, about a year ago, a man suffering with severe rheumatism to the influence of the blue light

through two glass panes. He felt, after fifteen minutes, much relieved, and could move about without

pains, but complained of a nasty metallic taste on his tongue. The same happened to a friend who visited

me during odo-magnetizing sugar of milk, when I placed his hand in the blue and violet rays of the prism.

"Dr, Hardis, assistant physician of Dr. E. B Foote, has the same metallic (copper) taste, whenever he

takes some of my odo-magnetic sugar of milk, on his tongue; also Dr. Fincke, a highly educated and

reliable physician in Brooklyn who experimented a great deal with od-force produced by the blue and

violet rays of the prism, and who placed the hand of a man within these rays, and the latter complained of

http://www.dlfiles24.com/get.php?prd=8744757


having a taste like verdigris on his tongue. SOLAR BATH through BLUE GLASS - KIT SAVE $101.61 off

the individual list price total for all of these tracks, normally ; $179.58 All 14 tracks are included for the low

price of $79.97 AND I have intentionally kept a number of the tracks in this kit at the lower than average

cost per, of $9.97 just to get this into more peoples hands. Don't let the lower cost for some of these

tracks fool you, I've simply reduced some of them because this product is new and I want as many people

as possible to try these new prototypes! This collection contains the following products: SUN BATH

THROUGH BLUE GLASS 5.mp3 SOLAR BLUE GLASS Power Up.mp3 SOLAR BLUE GLASS Power

Up.wav SOLAR BLUE GLASS a Calm and Open.mp3 SOLAR BLUE GLASS a Calm and Open.wav

SOLAR BLUE GLASS a Wow I Can Feel it Working.mp3 SOLAR BLUE GLASS a Wow I Can Feel it

Working.wav SOLAR BLUE GLASS e Wow I Can Feel it Working.mp3 SOLAR BLUE GLASS e Wow I

Can Feel it Working.wav SUN BATH THROUGH BLUE GLASS 1.mp3 SUN BATH THROUGH BLUE

GLASS 2.mp3 SUN BATH THROUGH BLUE GLASS 3.mp3 SUN BATH THROUGH BLUE GLASS

4.mp3 SUN BATH THROUGH BLUE GLASS 6.mp3
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